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n an industry hyper-focused on
technology, QDiscovery knows
the true place of technology in a
service company: a tool to provide
even better customer service. Their laser
focus on customer service is why they are
among the 2019 Most Promising Legal
Technology Solutions Providers.
QDiscovery, a growing middlemarket eDiscovery services provider,
offers a full suite of sophisticated
eDiscovery and forensic solutions. Their
client services professionals, many with
advanced certifications, have a wealth
of experience providing consulting,
processing, and hosting services tailored
to the needs of diverse clients. Their
expert team of forensic examiners brings
deep understanding of all data sources
in the areas of internal investigations,
employment litigation, trade secrets
misappropriation, and data breach incident
response. Throughout the company is
an emphasis on delivering outstanding
service and leveraging technology to
enhance the people and processes in place.
QDiscovery
has
grown
both
organically and through acquisition. In
2018, they acquired Evidox, an eDiscovery
provider with a shared focus on customer
service and technology, expanding the
client services and forensics teams.
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“Companies in the industry use the
same basic technology; what makes an
eDiscovery service provider stand out
is the custom, client-driven workflows
they create to maximize that technology
in ways that assist clients in their case
strategy,” says Donna Epes, director of
client services at QDiscovery. Donna has
built a client services team with a diverse
skill-set that allows them to immediately
tap into internal expert resources. Each
project manager combines a broad
understanding of all aspects of eDiscovery
with a particular area of expertise.
The development of QPrivAlert,
which enables the early identification

technologies for each case. Workflows
and the people executing the technology
are just as important as the technology
itself. “Without understanding the case
objective and having a strategic process,
technology won’t solve the problem.
However, with a consultative approach we
can use technology and custom workflows
to improve case outcome,” Donna explains.
The legal technology space is
continuously responding to new data
sources and increasing data volume.
To stay ahead, QDiscovery emphasizes
professional development for all employees.
For client services, this means in-house
training as well as programs dedicated to

What makes an eDiscovery service
provider stand out is the custom, clientdriven workflows they create to maximize
that technology
of potentially privileged information,
highlights this approach. “QPrivAlert
was designed and developed in-house by
one of my team members. A lawyer and
technologist, as well as a project manager,
he saw a client need that was not being
met by current technology. He proposed
the solution and developed it with support
from the company. This innovation
is a direct product of our consultative
approach to client services. We collaborate
externally with our clients and internally
within the client services team and the
company as a whole.”
The client services team is involved
early in the case and takes a consultative
approach to fully understand key
objectives, issues, and cost considerations.
This allows QDiscovery project managers
to determine the best workflows and

external technology certifications such as
Relativity certifications. The team crosstrains other departments on strategic use
cases for analytics, specific workflows, and
technology.
QDiscovery offers expertise across all
stages of eDiscovery with a focus on highlevel customer service enabled by custom
workflows, and strategic use of technology.
There is an innate sense of responsibility
to deliver outstanding service and leverage
technology that enhances the people and
processes in place. Founded by a group
of industry veterans who have fostered
an innovative culture that encourages
constant evaluation of market trends and
quick identification of opportunities,
QDiscovery continues to leverage new and
existing technology to address evolving
client needs.

